As I shall later show, I am very much older than Sir John Rawlins and Dr E N Wardle, but I think that both of them are quite old enough to have discerned the motives for the General Medical Council's (GMC's) assault on retired doctors (May 2002 JRSM 1,2 ). The GMC, having betrayed doctors and their patients by conniving in the subordination of the clinical/professional to the managerial ethos, is deeply concerned now to preserve its own existence. Retired doctors are an easy target at which the GMC can aim in order to show the Government its continuing zeal.
Fifteen months ago, I responded to the GMC's request for comment on its paper Revalidating Doctors, putting most of the points now made by Rawlins and Wardle. Of course I received neither reply nor acknowledgment, but in the course of my enquiries I learned that, in spite of previous letters and phone calls, the GMC could not get my address right. Even better: my date of birth was (perhaps still is) recorded as 1 January 1700-for technical reasons, I was later told. This is the quality of body that now proposes to judge us. Quis, as we say in this part of Buckinghamshire, custodiet ipsos custodes. Or, as we used to say in Praed Street, Mit der Dummheit ka¨mpfen Götter selbst vergebens. First, Dorset is a pleasant part of the country. As a consequence many of the people who chose to live here can afford private health insurance, which takes a load from the NHS. Because it is a nice place to live, there is competition for medical posts leading to the appointment of general practitioners and consultants of very high quality. This has engendered happy relationships between doctors, without feuds that characterize metropolitan health providers and that so impair efficiency. The best managers are also attracted.
Second, numerous large houses, once family hotels, have been converted to private nursing homes, and the availability of these means that relatively few 'bed-blockers' occupy acute medical beds.
Third, the cooperation between the two largest hospitals in Bournemouth and Poole has meant that services can be shared rationally across the county without vain competition. For example, beds for elective orthopaedics are separated from acute trauma. It has thus been possible to avoid wasting money on trying to staff small inadequate units, merely to maintain a presence of that specialty in a district general hospital.
Fourth, the main purchaser has been single-minded in wanting to abolish waiting lists and has spent money wisely to remove bottlenecks, without regard to political dogma. Nevertheless, he has listened to the doctors and always responded to genuine concerns for other parts of the service while not being fooled by 'kite-flying' operations.
Fifth, the whole medical community has been visionary in spotting new developments. For example, cancer services were developed and new oncologists appointed while the new drugs had only numbers and had not yet been named, and before the shortage of trainees in oncology began to bite.
Finally, the relative affluence of the community has made it possible to fund from non-exchequer sources a good deal of capital improvement.
Most of these factors are site-specific; they will not work in Croydon or Workington. But several health authorities with similar populations have been much less successful, and the reason cannot simply be that their beaches are covered with pebbles while ours have seven miles of golden sand. daily subjected to extensive tobacco advertising on our television screens and on enormous billboards all around the city. Any debate on public health reorganization seems completely irrelevant in the face of the overwhelming advertising to which we are still subjected by the tobacco industry. The morning lecture
Ovoid semipellucid discerned discs are there, like frosted scales on a fish, with its skin stretched out enormously. These, in the morning faces of alarmclock awakened students, their faces semisurrounding me, quasi-expectantly as if my words may stem some unconscious apparition of their past, resolve the memory of a dream or awaken some inkling of the future. I have for hours been searching for the phrases, the way in which to convey to them how and why things should be distilled from the horrors of what I have seen what done, what not done, the tears, the memories of mistakes, and the rare triumphs for which God has acted and I have taken credit, and I know I cannot reach them, for it is certain that they must agonize alone along the way, as I have done, and reach the solutions by themselves. And some of my listeners are sensing this, covering themselves with a veneer of concern, and others feel this as an unanticipated perception, and some few show incuriosity, and apathyfrom adolescence and last night's partying or so I trust-And I hope that, sometime before the inevitable blight of a catastrophe, someone else has forewarned them.
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